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GROUP UPDATE 
Productivity '83 continues 
Reggie SanderslBDG 

The spring Productivity '83 tour was such a tremendous 
success that we've developed a special version t o  be held 
in 22 cities this fall. 

This special version will run for two days in each city and 
will consist of the  following 5 seminars: 

Meeting the Financial Management Challenges of 
the '80s 

lncreasing Management Effectiveness through Office 
Automation 

Improving Individual Productivity through Personal 
Computation 

lncreasing Quality in Manufacturing - Your Competi- 
tive Advantage 

The  Engineering Productivity Network: Powerful 
Workstations for the '80s 

plus an  exhibit area where the attendees can try out  the 
latest HP computers and computer system solutions. 

The  seminar speakers are being supplied by the divisions 
and sales centers, and the promotion, including direct mail 
and newspaper advertising, is being coordinated by the 
exhibits and seminars group a t  BDG. 

Productivity shows are an  excellent opportunity t o  
impress your prospects and customers with HP's breadth 
of computer solutions and commitment to excellence. The  
show schedule follows. If your city is having a show, be  
sure you encourage your customers and prospects to 
attend. 

Productivity '83 Fall Schedule 

Date City 

Oct. 6, 7 
Oct. 13, 14 
Oct. 3 1, IYov. 1 
Nov. 3.4 

Nov. 7, 8 

Nov. 10, 1 1 

Nov. 14,15 
Nov. 17,18 

Nov. 29,30 

Dec. 1,2 

Dec. 5, 6 

Dec. 6, 7 

Dec. 1 3, 14 

Baltimore 
San Diego 
Salt Lake City 
Dayton 
Albuquerque 
Pittsburgh 
Cincinnati 
Raleigh 
Cleveland 
Orlando 
New Orleans 
Palo Alto 
Indianapolis 
Kansas City 
Rochester 
Valley Forge, PA 
Garden City, NY 
Portland 
San Antonio 
El Paso 
Milwaukee 
Denver 

Anti-static products can bring 
repeat sales 
Meg WeaverlCSO 

Anti-static products are probably not o n  the top  of your 
check list when you a re  configuring a system, but it may 
be  worthwhile to take a few minutes and learn about them. 
Suggesting ways to avoid harmful static electricity may 
prevent costly service calls, especially those annoying 
"no-trouble-found" ones. A few of those calls can make  
your customer question the reliability of HP equipment 
and the wisdom of going with HP for the  next system. 

Static damage  is described in two ways: 

Catastrophic - when the component  is dead; the 
board/unit will not work. 

Degrading - when a discharge weakens a component ,  
possibly causing premature failures within days, weeks 
or  months after the  incident, o r  characteristic changes 
such a s  intermittent failures (usually with temperature 
shifts, vibrations, or load variations). 
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Most static protection advertising wants us to believe that 
the first type will happen most often, but in truth, only 
about 1O0h of static-caused component failures are 
catastrophic while 90(% are degrading. 

Consequently, the customer is rarely able to connect an 
equipment failure with a "zap" that occurred months 
earlier. 

Static damage is serious business. HP is aggressively 
attacking the problem within the manufacturing facilities 
to be able to ship an undamaged system to your customer. 
But the customer has to be convinced to do their share in 
keeping the equipment working. 

CSO provides a compllete line of protective devices: floor 
mats, grounding straps, sprays, and wipes. All are 
thoroughly tested to offer the very best protection and are 
pleasant additions to the work environment. 

Please take a moment .to learn about static and static pro- 
tection. It is good busir~ess - for you and your customer. 

CSO DIRECT ORDER 

a CSO Fast Phones -- the easy, direct way for 
customers to order supplies, accessories, media, 
furniture and software. 

Locatlon 
United States 

California 
United Kingdom 

France 
Belgium/Luxembourg 
Switzerland 

Canada 
West Germany 

The Netherlands 
South Africa 

Telephone Number 
800-538-8787 
408-738-41 33 
0734-792868 
0734-792959 
(6) 928  32  64  
(02) 762 3 2  00 
(057) 31  22 5 4  
o r 3 1  22 5 9  
(416) 678  9 4  30 
0703 1 - 142829 
0703 1-223 133 
020-470639 
802-51 11 
53-7954 
28-41 78  

"Back-dating" of agreements 
Arnpy SorianolCMG 

CMG allows a maximum period of 3 0  days to back-date 
purchase agreements. 

In cases where a critical delivery date must be met and the 
purchase agreement negotiation is still in process, the 
local branch office may transmit the order and indicate in  
the special instruction field "Purchase Agreement Under 
Negotiation" to hold the delivery position. Within this 30- 
day period, the purchase agreement should be fully 
executed, using the customer's P.O. "date" as the effective 
date of the agreement, and a "cancel order" and "re-enter" 
to reflect the agreement discount and number must be 
transmitted prior to shipment. 

The agreement must be executed at least seven days 
prior to shipment of any such order. In the event an order 
is shipped prior to such date, the order will not receive the 
agreement discount and will not receive credit toward the 
annual total functional units commitment of the purchase 
agreement. 

SUPPORT 
Do you have a CSR in your sales 
office? 
Chris CockilllAMD 

HP has a new type of expertise in our Area Application 
Centers called a Customer Support Representative (CSR). 
The Customer Support Rep plays an important role in the 
sales process for our software applications such as 
MM/3000, PM/3000, HPFA, QDM, SFD, Office 
Products and others. 

These product specialists perform four instrumental sup- 
port functions: 

Implementation 

Customer training and 
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In the Pre-sales, a CSR who has  a n  extensive background 
for his particular field, works very closely with you and  
your customer. T h e  CSR conducts  seminars, d e m o s  the 
software products, gives customer presentations and 
helps qualify potential customers in terms of a good 
application fit. 

After the close of the sale, the CSR relies heavily o n  prior 
implementation experience and  project management  
skills to deliver HP-ASSIST, the consulting service that 
accompanies  HP's application software. During the imple- 
mentation, the CSR performs a variety of activities such a s  
interviewing key individuals, consulting, writing analyses, 
and training end-users, to  mention a few. These activities 
will increase the probability of the customer's success in 
implementing the  software application. 

Even after the system goes  live, the CSR continues to  pro- 
vide high quality support and service in the form of PICs, 
software maintenance, and product updates. In addition, a s  
part of HP-ASSIST, the CSR will conduct a n  implementa- 
tion review for the customer to review the implementation 
project. 

As you can see, the CSR is indeed a key member in our  
Area Application Centers. A CSR is a n  essential player o n  
your software sales team, s o  g o  meet your CSR today. 

HP Reference Service flyer now 
available 
Cheryl Archer13PP 

T h e  HP Consultants Program, which recently introduced 
the HP Reference Service, would like to  announce the 
availability of a new merchandising tool, the HP Reference 
Service flyer. T h e  flyer (P/N 5 9 5 3 - 9 0 2 9 )  assists you in 
selling the reference service to your customers;  it is avail- 
able from Literature Distribution Center. Multiple copies 
will be sent  t o  the local Field Marketing Managers and 
single copies will be distributed to  District Sales Managers. 

Our  direct mail campaign will occur in mid-October. a t  
which time the flyer will be mailed to  twenty thousand 
consultants and potential reference service subscribers. T o  
ensure that our direct mail campaign is successful, please 
submit the names  of consultants and potential reference 
service subscribers t o  Cheryl Archer a t  COMSYS 4 7 0  1 by 
October 30. 1 9 8 3 .  

W e  are sure that the HP Reference Service will prove to  be 
a n  invaluable tool t o  consultants and customers by provid- 
ing them with timely and current information o n  the entire 
HP Computer Group product line. Please let u s  know how 
we can be of assistance in helping you sell the service. 
Keep those reference service orders coming! 

Chi3 
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C A L C U L A T O R S  
Introducing the HP 4 1 CX 
Ray SiutalPCD 

The HP 41CX is the r~ewest and most advanced model in 
the highly successful line of HP 41 handheld computers. 
The 41 CX combines the power of the HP 41CV together 
with the capabilities of the Timer and Extended Functions 
Modules. And i t  comes with enhanced text file features 
and other new functions not previously available for the 
HP 41 family of handheld computers. Theversatility of the 
HP 41 CX allows i t  to .Function as a powerful in-hand corn- 
putation tool or as a capable low cost system controller. 

Here are a few of the riotable features of the HP 41 CX: 

Over 200 built-in functions 

3.1 Kb of RAM (main and extended) expandable to 
6.4Kb 

446 registers (31 9 main and 127 extended) expand 
able to 924 

Time and calendar functions for remote operation 

Alarm functions, convenient reminders of appoint- 
ments and messages 

Stopwatch functions for accurate time measurement of 
activities from scientific research to sporting events 

Enhanced text file editor to store notes, lists, names 
and addresses and other written types of information 

New programmable functions 

Other advanced and convenience functions 

Maximum number of plug-in ports available for 
optimum system usage. 

The HP 41CX comple~ments the HP 41C and HP 41CV 
markets and applications. All of the Series 40 software 
programs available from the Users' Library will run on the 
HP 4 1 CX. That means HP 41 CX owners can select from 
thousands of programs in a broad range of applications. 

In addition, the HP 41 CX takes system expandability a step 
further. With the built-in timer and extended fl~nctions 
modules, all four plug-in ports are available for systems 
use. These features, and a suggested US list price of $325, 
make the HP 41 CX an excellent price/performance value 
and a leader in the low--cost controller market. 

SERIES 8 0  
Series 80 data communications: 
A complete offering 
Mike SteedlPCD 

With the addition of Professional Communications, Series 
80 now offers an exceptionally broad and complete set of 
communications solutions. Let's look at the whole offer- 
ing in  perspective. 

As shown above, the communications products can be 
envisioned as bridging the gap between Series 80 and the 
outside world. Depending on the outside device to be com- 
municated with, one or more of the following communica- 
tions products is best suited to the job: 

Product Characteristics 

Data CommunlcatIons Pac 
(software only) 

I 

RS-232C connection only. 
either hard-wired to the 
mainframe or via external 
modem. 
Highly configurable for 
compatibility with HP 1000 
or non-HP computers. 
Speeds up to 9600 baud. 
Full file transfer capability. 
More of a "tool" than a 
solution. 
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T E R N 8 0  Terminal 
Emulation Software 
(available with or without the 
required Auxiliary Processor 
Module) 

COM-80 (third party product, 
includes interface and 
software) 

Factory Data L i n k  and HP-IL 

Series 8 0  N o d e m  (300 baud 
modem with MODCOM 
software included) 

RS-232C connection only. 
either hard-wired to the 
mainframe or via external 
modem. 
Accurately emulates an HP 
2622A terminal for 
connection to an HP 3000  
or other 2622A compatible 
computer. 
Can be used with a protocol 
converter to emulate an 
IBM 3270  terminal and 
connect to an IBM 
mainframe. 
Speeds up to 9600  baud. 
HP 86-87 only, not HP 85. 
Like a 2622A terminal, 
external printers and file 
transfer are not supported. 
For more information see 
Computer News, 8/1/83 
and 9/1/83. 

Interface plugs into one 
expansion slot, same shape 
as the Series 8 0  Modem. 
Three serial ports as 
follows: one asynchronous 
printer output port, two 
input/output ports which 
can be configured as either 
asynchronous ASCII or 
bisynchronous EBCDIC 
ports. 
Software to emulate IBM 
27801'3780 RJE terminals. 
Speeds up to 9 6 0 0  baud. 
Contact CDS. Dallas, 
Texas, 21 4-380-067 1. 

Hardware only for OEMs 
and customers who will 
write their own software. 
Easy to program with the 
same I/O ROM commands 
used for other interfaces. 

Plugs into one expansion 
slot, modular plug 
connection to phone line, 
3 0 0  baud maximum speed. 
MODCOM software 
supports automatic dial and 
log-on. 
Good configurability for 
compatibility with non- 
standard systems such as 
Western Union's EasyLink. 
Limited file transfer 
capability. 

Professional 
Communlcatlons (software 
only) 

Software for 
telecommunications via 
Series 8 0  Modem or RS- 
232C and external auto- 
dial/auto-answer modem. 
Speed 3 0 0  baud, or 1200 
baud with compatible 
external modem. 
Ideal for sending messages 
to other personal 
computers because of 
integrated text editing and 
file management, and 
because of unattended 
operation capability. 
Bulletin board mode allows 
any personal computer to  
call in and send or read 
messages 

Portfolio Management software 
for the HP 86/87 
Dick ThompsonlPCD 

9 

Hewlett-Packard is now offering Portfolio Management 
software for the HP 86/87. This powerful financial tool is 
designed for professional portfolio managers (such as 
financial planners and advisors, trust officers in banks and 
insurance companies, etc.) as well a s  individual investors. 

Softkey and prompt-driven commands make it easy to 
enter descriptions and values when recording buy and sell 
transactions. The software can be used to record all invest- 
ment transactions, determine net worth, and aid in tax 
planning. 

The investor's portfolio can be updated from the keyboard 
or with a connection to the Dow Jones News/Retrievalz' 
service via a modem (HP 82950A or acoustic coupler). 
Dow Jones lets you automatically update current market 
values for a portfolio's common and preferred stocks, cor- 
porate and foreign bonds, warrants, treasury bills and 
mutual funds. 

Other types of investments included for analysis are mu- 
nicipal bonds, real estate, cash and cash equivalents (IRA 
accounts, CDs, money market funds, etc.), liabilities, and 
miscellaneous assets (gold, collectibles, etc.). You may 
also define special subclasses (airlines, energy, computers, 
etc.) to tailor individual portfolios. 

Portfolio Management can generate five reports: net worth ,T 
summary, net worth detail, standard and custom net worth 
analysis, and realized capital gains and losses. You may 
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also examine your p'ortfolios graphically by displaying pie 
charts on screen, plotter, or printer. 

The software handles New York, American, Pacific, and 
Midwest Exchanges, as  well as  over-the-counter 
transactions. 

Specifications for the HP 86/87 version of Portfolio Man- 
agement include: 

3 5  portfolios per data disc 

1 0 0  investments per portfolio 

1 1 investment classes (one of the most complete in 
personal computing) 

Transactions covering stock splits, stock dividends, 
short sales, and exercising warrants 

Utilities for media back-up, quick graph and report 
generation, a s  well as  accessing Dow Jones, deleting 
closed positions and whole portfolios. 

Portfolio Management is available for the HF' 86 /87  on 
3%" or 5'/4" discs for $250. 

Dow Jones NewslRetrievol is a registered trademark o f  Dow Jones 
& Company, Inc. 

Bar code realder and HP 86 help 
USDA automate 
David BuffordlPCD 

The new HP 39800A. bar code reader, connected to an HP 
86, is helping the USDA Sedimentation Labs to automate 
the analysis of data samples. The Labs have recently 
purchased three HP 8 6 s  from Brian Borloff, of the 
Memphis HP sales office, to help them autoniate the pro- 
cess of weighing water samples taken from rl-mote sites to 
evaluate the soil erosion from heavy rainfall. 

The Sedimentation Labs were facing two problems: 
automating data collection, and improving the tracking of 
the samples through their labs. These needs were pri- 
marily due to an increasing volume of samples, with no 
corresponding increase in personnel. 

For the data collection, they chose the HP 86 because of 
its powerful I/O capabilities. They owned two balances - 
one with a BCD interf*sce, the other with an RS-232 inter- 
face. With the HP 86 they were able to easily configure a 
system that could access both instruments. 

The remote sites collect a variety of data at the time the 
sample is taken such as  the station number, humidity, 
wind speed, wind direction, rainfall, stream runoff depth, 
temperature, etc. This information is transmitted 
electronically to the host computer in the lab:;, while the 

samples are physically transported. Upon entering the lab, 
the sample must be identified and tagged. For each test, 
the sample must be associated with its data file. In the past, 
this has been done by writing down and key-punching all 
the location and condition data. This has proven to be 
time-consuming and error-prone. An extensive verifica- 
tion process had been developed, but that only increased 
the complexity of the operations, as  well as  the time 
required. 

The solution has involved a combination of creating and 
reading bar code. When the sample arrives at the lab, the 
data file associated with that sample is downloaded from 
the host computer to the HP 86.  Using an HP 2631 G 
printer, an identification bar code is generated and 
attached to the sample. Each time an analysis is per- 
formed, the lab technician identifies the sample with the 
39800A bar code reader, and the HP 86 locates and 
updates the data file. Subsequent analysis and compilation 
of the results are also performed by the HP 86.  

The I/O strengths and computational capabilities of the 
HP 86, combined with the ability of the HP 2631G to 
create bar code, and the capabilities of the 39800A bar 
code reader, have allowed Brian to offer the USDA Sedi- 
mentation Labs a complete solution to their automation 
process. The Sedimentation Labs, as a result of this solu- 
tion, will be able to handle the increasing analysis load 
without increasing personnel, while simultaneously 
decreasing the number of data errors due to processing the 
samples. 

The application described here is in the public domain and 
is not subject to copyright. The US Department of 
Agriculture neither recommends nor endorses proprietary 
products or services to the exclusion of others that may 
also be suitable. 
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New real estate software from 
Palmer Berge Company 
David LatirnerlPCD 

In September, HP began distributing five exciting new HP 
8 6 / 8 7  software packages for the real estate investment 
and financial professional. T h e  packages were developed 
by the Palmer Berge Company, a company with over 36 
years of practical experience in the real estate industry. 

These packages include: 

Investment Analysis (P/N 8 2 8 7  1 A) 
Acquisition G Disposition Analysis (P/N 8 2 8 7 2 A )  
Land G Lease Analysis (P/N 8 2 8 7 3 A )  
Commercial Finance (P/N 8 2 8 7 4 A )  
Residential Finance (P/N 8 2 8 7 5 A )  

Each package is available with 3%" media (Opt. 6 3 0 )  o r  
5ih'f media (Opt. 6501, and each lists for $ 5 9 5  US. 

This software, available through the HP PLUS program, is 
ideal for a variety of professionals who must analyze real 
estate investments and financings a s  part of their jobs. 
Such  professionals are in real estate sales companies, 
mortgage banking institutions, savings and loan associ- 
ations, commercial banks, real estate development firms, 
and other types of financial institutions. 

Fluctuating interest rates, economic uncertainty, and the 
multitude of new financing instruments have made real 
estate  investment and financial analyses more complex. 
Professionals in this industry are  turning to  the personal 
computer  to  speed u p  their analyses and to  expand their 
analytical repertoire. 

In short,  use  of the HP 86 and Palmer Berge Company 
software enables real estate professionals to  become more  
competitive, and that means more  money o n  the bottom 
line. They express the payback period o n  their personal 
computer  investment in terms of days or  weeks, instead of 
months  or  years. 

T o  help HP dealers sell the HP 86 and software by Palmer 
Berge Company, w e  at  PCD have developed a pre-sale 
seminar program designed to  provide potential customers 
with a full day of hands-on use of a personal computer  to  
solve problems typical of the real estate industry. HP 
dealers host seminars which are  sponsored either by them- 
selves or  by real estate industry trade associations. In 
either case, the dealer provides the  meeting facilities, and 
HP and Palmer Berge Company provide expert instruction, 
seminar workbooks, and HP 86 demo systems. 

Having tested the seminar selling approach, we know that 
seminars lead to  system sales. Any HP Sales Representa- 
tives with dealers potentially interested in this program 
should contact David Latimer a t  PCD. 

SERIES 100 
The HP 2674A - an internal 
printer for the HP 150 
Erin GreeneIVCD 

T h e  HP 2 6 7 4 A  Internal Printer: 1 2 0  cps, 80 and 1 3 2  col- 
u m n s  of easy-to-read text, 90 dots-per-inch graphics, and 
virtually silent operation. All a t  the fingertips of the HP 
1 5 0  user. All in the  s a m e  footprint. Your customer can 
install it himself in a matter of a minute. 
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If cost is a concern, y'our customers will be pleasantly 
surprised to hear that the 2674A is available for $495 US. 
That's HP's lowest cost printer! 

Here's just one example of the kind of output your 
customer can expect from the 2674A Internal Printer. It is 
an actual print samplce produced with Picture Perfect'" 
software. 

- 
I M I D G E T  I l H M U r R C T U Q l M G  C O R P O R R T I O M  5 Y E R R  B I J D G F T  P L R I l  7 

ANNWL F I V E  YEIIR OUTLOLX 
BULEET REQLIEMLHTS f'CR 

JOR OIVISIUhS  OF U106LT INC. 

I U T ~ ~  L L ~  'L-- HIE41 TEUl ? lPP[RT 1 
I 

1 - L I M E -  O O L L n K  t dFEHDITUCES FOR FROFTI  CEHIER OlV>JHS , 

Plcture Perfect IS a trademark of Computer Suppo"' Corporation 

HP 2674A -- the personal printer 
Omar KhalifalVCD 

The HP 2674A is a highly personal printer for the HP 150 
Personal Computer. Computer users will no longer have to 
waste time finding a printer, or the right cable, or power 
cord, or setting the printer address. The HP 2674A Inter- 
nal Printer comes completely configured, ready to be 
installed - and i t  will always be there, right iriside the 
computer. 

The 2674A is user installable, a completely new concept 
in personal printers. In less than a minute the user can 
have the printer fully installed and ready to be used. 

Here's how: 

1. 
Open printer covers, 
discard filler plate A. 1' - - 

k t a  the printer. 

3. 
Connect power cable, 
install paper, and 
close covers. 

The HP 150 is the only leading personal computer to offer 
an internal printer - it's a true lock-out feature for many 
users who will value a truly personal printer. 
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What customers are saying about 
the HP 2674A 
Erin GreenelVCD 

In order to  really understand what our customers thought 
about the new HP 2674A Internal Printer for the HP 150, 
we made sure every customer who evaluated the 150  had 
an internal printer. Here are some of the interesting things 
they told us. 

Steve Brennan, Lotus Developments: "If you're going to  
buy the 150, you really should get the printer too. It makes 
life easy." He told us quite frankly he likes the printer 
because it's relatively fast and very quiet. He likes its legi- 
ble text and good quality graphics. 

Doug Chamberlin, Graphic Communications: "The big 
problem with most computers today is the lack of an ade- 
quate printing device. Printing things out frequently 
makes me more productive, so the internal printer is a big 
plus!" 

Out of all the customers interviewed, only two said they 
didn't feel there was much advantage to having a built-in 
printer. One was using it for accounting applications 
where they usually prefer impact printers like the HP 
82905  and HP 82906. And the other hadn't yet tried the 
printer. What i t  is beginning to sound like to  us is best 
summed u p  in that handy little phrase, "Try it. . . You'll 
l ike it!" 

SERIES 200 
Modified Series 200 interface 
ordering 
Randi ItenlRND 

As of October I ,  some ordering procedures were changed 
on two of the Series 200  1/O cards. 

Old Structure Descrlptlon New Structure 

98628A # 100 Datacornrn Card with ROMs 98628A 
98628A #099 Datacornm Card with no cable obsoleted 
9869 1 A #099 PDl Card with no cable obsoleted 

Material that was previously included in  the Option 1 0 0  is 
now included in  the standard product. 

In order to maintain consistency in  the product line, the 
0 9 9  Option (which specifies n o  cable) has been removed 
from the Datacomm card and PDI card. The standard 
product with no cabling option will allow you the same 
configuration as the 0 9 9  Option did. 

We owe you a big thanks for the outstanding job you've 
been doing selling Series 200  I/O. We hope these changes 

''3 
will make ordering the cards easier for you. 
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1000 SERIES 
HP PLUS Express Pocket Guide 
for HP 1000 software 
George LowlBDG 

The HP PLUS Express Pocket Guide for HP 1000 software 
was recently distributed to DMs, SRs, and SEs of the Tech- 
nical 02 Sales Force. The HP PLUS pocket guide contains 
two inserts. One insert lists the standard HP PLUS software 
products for the HP 1000, and the second insert contains 
information on HP PL.US HP 1000 Systems Integrators 
and their custom capabilities in various application areas. 
Now you have all this information in your pocket so  you 
don't have to carry two thick catalogs with ycru on sales 
calls. 

Did we miss you on the distribution for the HI' PLUS 
Express Pocket Guide? If you are not on the CMG roster 
data base, or are new to the sales force, we may have. If so, 
give m e  a call on  TELNET 257-2030 and I will send your 
copy to you immediately. The HP PLUS Express Pocket 
Guide for HP 1000 software is an  invaluable .;ales tool -- 
don't leave your office without it! 

SOLUTION videotape for 
HP 1000 computer available 
George LowlBDG 

SOLU-UON is a dictionary-based applications generator 
software product for HP 1000 computers that is available 
from Polaris Systems, Inc., one of our HP PLUS software 
suppliers. SOLUTION can be used by HP 1000 IMAGE 
data base users to improve productivity in building new 
application programs, and contains the following 
modules: 

1. VIEW (Data Entry Manager) 

2. DIMENSION (Transaction Processor) 

3. INSIGHT (Relational Report Writer) 

4. SPECTRUM (Online Graphics). 

Polaris Systems has a 10-minute videotape on 
SOLUTION which presents an  overview of the applica- 
tions generator product and how it was implemented at  an 
HP 1000 customer facility in the Southeast. The videotape 
is in color and will fit in Sony video equipment available in 
most HP Sales Offices. Polaris Systems will lend any HP 
Sales Office a copy of the SOLUTION videotape for 30 
days at no charge, or for $25 the office may keep the 
videotape. For more information, call Chuck Nickerson, 
National Sales Manager of Polaris Systems, at 
201 -449-1 747. 

Direct mail campaign receives 
overwhelming response 
Sulu Hegde-RailDSD 

On July 1 8, an A-Series direct mail piece was sent out to 
26,000 prospects in the US. The response to this mailer 
definitely exceeded our expectations. 

As of September 14, we have received 824 responses, 
which translates to a 3% overall response rate to the 
mailer. An overwhelming 68% of the responses requested 
a sales call from an HP Technical Sales Rep. (The FREE 
Guiness Book of World Records that we offered with every 
sales call may have provided enticing bait!) Since all these 
leads already knew about the A-Series before they were hit 
with the direct mail piece, we should be in possession of a 
lot of top quality leads. This highly successful direct mail 
campaign should help keep that funnel full! 
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1 SKETCH: a great GRAPHICS 
1000-11 demo 
Phil WaldenlEPD 

Having trouble demonstrating GRAPHICS/ 1000-II? 
Would you like something like BRUNO, only much bet- 
ter? You bet you would, and it is now available in the form 
of SKETCH. 

SKETCH is a powerful graphics editor that can be used to 
create demo screen displays, floor plan layouts, 
schematics, and yes, even overhead slides. In addition, 
SKETCH fully demonstrates Graphics 1000-I1 AGP 
(Advanced Graphics Package). 

Virtually all AGP functions are used by SKETCH. AGP 
features such as multiple text fonts, color modeling. 
polygon primitives, and interactive picking are easily 
shown with no programming. 

SKETCH runs on RTE-6/VM and RTE-A systems. All you 
will need is a graphics terminal, but to really take off 
sketching you will probably want an HP 2627A color ter- 
minal with an HP 17623A graphics tablet. 

SKETCH'S functionality includes: 

Lines, arcs, text and polygons 

Ability to group together lines, arcs and text so that the 
collection is treated as a single object 

User-defined grids and snapping 

Merging drawings into drawings (not slidesand 
figures) 

Cloning, scaling, rotating, stretching objects 

User-defined area operations 

User-selected color, line style, six high quality text 
fonts. text slant, text direction 

Modifiable color table and polygon fill table 

Zoom and pan capabilities. 

Arrangements are being made now so that SKETCH is 
sent to every field office on a special Delta tape shipment. 
We expect a ship date around the end of October. Contact 
your local SE for availability. 

The HP 1000 Users Group is receiving a contributed 
library copy to distribute to its members. If you have a 
customer who is interested in a copy, it should be available 
in the contributed library's October shipments. 

Forget BRUNO, start SKETCHing! 

Ordering software media options 
for HP 1000  Model 26,27,  and 
29 systems 
Ted ProskeIDSD 

About 5O01o of all orders for HP 1000 Model 26, 27, and 
29 systems are being transmitted without software media 
options, which are a required part of the order. As a result. 
completion and shipment of about 9 0  HP 1000 A-Series 
systems have been delayed. Unfortunately, this has been 
partly caused by the mistaken omission of the media 
Options (022 for CS/80 cartridge tape media and 06  1 for 
1600 bpi mag tape media) from the June and August, 
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1983 ,  HP 1 0 0 0  Ordering lnformation booklets (P/N 
5953-8737  and 5953-8730) .  However, the occurrence of 
this problem also points up the necessity for checking all 
orders against the HP C:orporate Price List for complete- 
ness before they are transmitted. The next HP 1 0 0 0  
Ordering lnformation booklets have the correct 
information. 

9 0 0 0  SERIES 
HP 99268: Beating the 
unbeatable! 
A1 SperrylBDG 

Getting a sizeable order for Hewlett-Packard computers in 
place of an existing order for competitive units is no small 
accomplishment - especially when the competitor's 
initials are IBM. But that coup was exactly what won Jerry 
Byma, SR in the Brisbane, CA, sales office, a place among 
the top ten salespeople this May. 

Jerry's successful sale included 30 HP 9 9 2 0  systems 
already ordered, a commitment to buy 1 3  more, and an  
order for the first unit of 1 5  HP 1 0 0 0 s  (MICR0/26). All 
this happened after the customer had placed an order for 
1 3  IBM 9000s .  

The customer is a telephone communications firm in the 
San Francisco Bay area. Its Operations Group had pre- 
viously used the HP 98 '25  in a telephone trunk line test 
application; requirements had grown until they demanded 
more memory than available in the 9825.  Jerry first 
introduced the 9826 ,  then worked out  a long-range 
strategy and switched to the 9 9 2 0  when he found out  the 
customer had bought a couple of IBM 9 0 0 0 s  and was 
considering more. Jerry emphasized the transportability of 
the HPL software from the 9 8 2 5  to the 9826 ,  a s  well a s  
the option of going to Pascal or other language later, and 
eventually expanding to the HP 1000 .  The  customer sent 
a couple of programml2rs to our Pascal training class, 
which helped "lock" the HP hardware in. However, the 
customer's engineering group had strong political influ- 
ence impacting Operations' decisions, and their preference 
was for the IBM 9000 due to its real-time multitasking 
capability and price. 

The  battle was heating up! Although everyone else gave 
up when the customer placed another order for IBM 
systems, Jerry made a last attempt to get the sale. He had 
lined up a team for on-site hardware support. He 
emphasized HP's continuing commitment to instrument 
test applications and its ability to support small systems, 
and that our on-site service actually costs less than the 
competitor's bench repair. 

Then came the breakthrough: Jerry visited the customer 
on a Friday afternoon, and was greeted by the engineering 
department manager with the comment that he had 
already checked and found they could cancel their order 
for the IBM units without penalty - and they did. The first 
9 9 2 0  order came in three days later. 

Jerry is very modest, and says a high level of cooperation 
and support brought his success. But his fine-tuned sales 
strategy shows he deserves the bulk of the credit in beat- 
ing the unbeatable! 
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3000 SERIES 
HPDESK implementation 
within HP 
Amy MuellerIOUG 

The Office Utilities Group (OUG) at  Corporate is commit- 
ted to making HPDESK the primary messaging utility for 
the company and is responsible for the coordination and 
implementation of a company-wide HPDESK network. 

The objectives of implementing a company-wide 
HPDESK network are: 

to provide cost-effective, dependable HPDESK com- 
munication between all HP sites 

to provide HPDESK integration with HP's internal 
messaging and communications systems to allow for 
immediate company-wide connectivity and a smooth 
rollover to HPDESK 

to show our customers by example that HPDESK and 
other office automation utilities are important and use- 
ful productivity tools 

to provide applications feedback to OPD based on day- 
to-day usage of HPDESK and our experiences in 
administering an HPDESK network much larger than 
that of any of our customers. 

Implementing a company-wide HPDESK network is a tre- 
mendous task which will take many months to complete. 
Experience with HPDESK networking has reinforced our 
belief that the establishment of dedicated, trained person- 
nel at  the local site, prior to networking, is the key to a suc- 
cessful implementation. Therefore, our strategy is to take 
a building block approach by first encouraging local 
implementation of HPDESK at  all sites, then encouraging 
the formation of networking between sites in a product 
group or region, and finally to provide for connections be- 
tween these group/region networks. 

The  main disadvantage to this approach is that inter-group 
communication is limited until the intra-group network is 
in place. However, since company-wide messaging con- 
nectivity is one of our main objectives, we have overcome 
this disadvantage by developing an  interface between 
HPDESK and COMSYS which converts HPDESK 
messages to COMGRAMS if  sent to any non-HPDESK 
user. This utility, called HTC (HPDESK-to-COMGRAMS), 
allows an  HPDESK user to send messages to anyone in 
the company, regardless of whether they are using 
HPDESK or not, and is currently available to internal sites. 
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We also plan to interface HPDESK to ROUTS to take 
advantage of our efficient communications network which 
already connects every HP entity world-wide. 

The current status of HPDESK implementation within HP 
is difficult to measure because local implementation of 
HPDESK is progressing so  rapidly at  many sites. Our 
latest snapshot shows that most sites have installed 
HPDESK, at  least on a pilot basis. The Computer Group 
has been the most aggressive in implementing HPDESK. 
Their network was initiated over a year ago and currently 
connects 50 sites with 1 5 0  machines and about 6000 
users. All domestic sales regions, Intercon, and Europe 
have implemented HPDESK locally, with some network- 
ing between sites. The other product groups have installed 
HPDESK in many of their sites. Corporate is using 
HPDESK heavily with 1 9  machines and over 1 2 0 0  users. 
Last month, over 15 ,000  messages (including 
acknowledgements) were sent by Corporate users. 

The eventual company-wide HPDESK network will use a 
combination of hardwired, leased line, dial-up, X.25, and 
ROUTS connections. HPDESK will allow any type of 
physical connection between HP 3000s and we plan to 
take full advantage of this flexibility to provide for growth 
and change within the network, invisible to users. It is very 

'7 
likely that the networking approach any of our users may 
take will have already been implemented somewhere in 
our company-wide network. 

It is important to note that we are using the same version 
of HPDESK for our internal network that we sell to our 
customers. The interfaces that we develop to COM- 
GRAMS and ROUTS use a feature of HPDESK called 
External File Transfer. EFT is a powerful feature of 
HPDESK that would be a powerful selling point to a 
customer with an established messaging or communica- 
tions network. We have learned that the implementation of 
HPDESK will progress much faster and more smoothly if  
you can take advantage of an  existing network connecting 
sites rather than having to set up a special network just for 
HPDESK. 

Although the primary objective of our company-wide net- 
work is to improve the quality and timeliness of com- 
munications within HP, our secondary objectives are to 
provide applications feedback to OPD and to show our 
customers that we are implementing our own office prod- 
ucts on a wide scale internally. We have learned a lot by 
using HPDESK internally and continue to provide OPD 
with valuable feedback on the product that will result in 
HPDESK being a better product for our customers. Inter- 
nal sites can be our own best reference site for customers 
who want to see HPDESK implemented and used on a 
day-to-day basis. 

? 
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Prototyping with RAPID/3000 Commercial sales aids from 
Gunnar ForsberglCMISF'S and Gary SharonlSMC 

When Corporate Personnel decided that they needed a 
computer system for keeping track of employees' training 
records, the Corporate Manufacturing Information 
Systems Planning and Services Department was given the 
task. In order to develop the system quickly, they decided 
to prototype the application. Prototyping is the iterative 
process by which a system with basic functions is written 
and then, working with the end user, changes are made 
until a fully operational system is developed. 

HP's own RAPID products were chosen because 
TRANSACT, a high-level programming language, is 
especially suited to prototyping. By prototyping the 
application, users are able to test the system in the early 
stages of development and participate in the process of 
arriving at  a system whi~ch meets their needs. 

A TRANSACT/3000 program was written to perform the 
basic functions of the initial prototype, which was then 
released to the users for evaluation. Roseanna Gil of Cor- 

a porate Personnel commented, "It was nice to suggest 
changes, and then actually see the changes right away. 
There are always things you don't think of when you try to 
make program specifications." The program changes 
were easy to  make because of TRANSACT'S easy-to-read 
source code and data base maintenance tools. 

Users like involvement and immediate results 

Lindy Latham of Corporate Personnel found prototyping 
to be a strong alternative to the ordinary project develop- 
ment cycle. "It was nice to be involved in the system 
evolution all the way from the beginning to the end. I liked 
seeing results each week." Prototyping as  a development 
tool will probably become more attractive a s  "people 
costs" for programming continue to soar. It also allows for 
systems that do what the users want them to do more pre- 
cisely. The interaction between the user and systems 
analyst becomes easier. A functioning prototype of a 
system is more understandable and readily discussed than 
flowcharts and written :specifications. 

Boeblingen 
Harry AmphlettlBDG 

Three new overhead slide pitches for commercial SRs are 
available from the sales center in Boeblingen. 

The first is a seven slide set called "Future Directions." It is 
mainly a graphic confirmation of our past and future HP 
3000 strategy, giving no secrets away but allowing ample 
scope for expansion. It is very colorful, highly professional 
and forms a good basis for discussions. On receipt of a 
copy of a translation of the text, local language versions 
can be made available. 

You should use the second pitch for your prospects who 
want to know what HP has to offer the commercial user. 
Containing twelve slides, it gives a brief introduction to the 
range of processors, the systems and applications soft- 
ware. the markets we sell into and software for the DP 
user. Again, professionally produced and with great 
emphasis on graphic design, this gives your prospect an 
impressive overview of what we have to offer. On receipt 
of a translation of the text, local language slides can be 
produced. 

We have a third pitch on the HP 3000 Series 68.  This is an 
update to the "Series 6 4  - the first in a new class of com- 
puter" pitch. The message put across is that mainframe 
and supermini computers are not easily defined but that 
each are characterized by certain advantages which they 
offer to the user. The HP 3000 Series 68 combines the 
characteristics of both and sets the standard which the 
other groups are trying to achieve. As with the above two, 
this pitch can be localized. 

"Graphics only" versions of all slides can be obtained by 
those sales districts wishing to produce their own text on 
HP equipment in the office. The text slides can then over- 
lay the graphics slides to give local versions. 

In addition to these three new slide pitches, you should 
also remember the other sales aids available from Boeb- 
lingen. These include the "Winning Against" series of 
audio cassettes dealing with DEC, IBM (S 3 4  and 38) ,  
Wang, and Tandem. European regions can also contact us 
for copies of the US produced access reports. You may 
also be interested to know that the "Solutions" video, 
which talks about the integration of words, data and 
graphics is now available in German as  well a s  English. 
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Other useful sales aids include the "Pocket guide to 
datacomm" (hurry, stocks are dwindling!), the competi- 
tive information binders, the reference data base and com- 
petitive salesman's roster, giving details of HP salesmen 
with particular knowledge of competitive vendors who are 
willing to act as local sources of information. 

This impressive range of sales aids is available either 
immediately or at short notice from Klaus Kress or Jochen 
Leonhardt at the Boeblingen sales center. However, please 
contact your local FMM or sales center first to ensure that 
the piece in question hasn't already been distributed 
locally. 

FINANCIALS 
i 

HPFA Customer Profile 
#0000003 

i Leslie A. KrieselFSO 

! I Name: * 
i Business type: 13-store retail appliance, TV, and stereo 
i 
I chain. 

i Geographic location: Rocky Mountains 
i 

I Size: Medium 

i Reasons for purchasing HPFA: 
! 
1 End-user control of the system (as opposed to a 

1 system requiring heavy EDP department involvement) 

I Versatility 

t Online posting (as opposed to multiple batch updates) 

1 Designed to optimize the HP 3000 (as opposed to 
1 being designed for the IBM and then forced to fit on the 
! 
1 HP 3000) 

/ Documentation 
i 
1 Integration of the modules 

I Consolidation capabilities. 
1 

i 
Application of HPFA: Will implement HP General 
Ledger, HP Accounts Payable, HP Accounts Receivable, 

1 HP Report Facility and HP Interface Facility. These 
modules will be interfaced with an in-house, customer 
written sales order and inventory tracking system. 

I 
! Previous system: Custom written package 
j Implementation: To be implemented i 

Why the competition lost to HPFA: Competition 
included MCBA, Software International, McCormack and 
Dodge and Tech Analysis. The competition lost due to 
lack of local support and the question of whether these 
firms will be in business 10  years from now. 

Customer quote: "Local support, the ability to easily 
interface HPFA with other systems, and HP Report Facility 
really made the difference." 

Favorite computer vendor: Hewlett-Packard. 

HP SR: Kay Beckham/Fred Ricles 

HP CSR: R.J. Diepeveen 

'For additional information on this customer, please con 
tact Leslie Kriese at FSO, 408-263-7500, ext. 5048. 

OFFICE PRODUCTS 

Office Products sales training 
manual 

? 
Paul H S~eversIlRO 

The second phase of our vertical marketing program to 
the Office Products Industry is now well under way with 
the publishing of our mini sales training manual. This 
manual, something new for IRO, is specific to the office 
products industry. Distribution to Sales Representatives is 
set for mid-September. 

The mini sales training manual is a compilation of indus- 
try statistics and key issues facing office products dealers. 
We've addressed these particular issues and shown how 
our distribution management software addresses them. 
Included in the manual are sections which address the 
topics: 

Why vertical marketing? 

Why sell to the distribution industry? 

Why office products? 

What about the office products market? 

How big is the industry? 

Key business functions and performance ratios 

Our competition 

Questions to ask 

Success stories from our customers 
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An appendix consisting of: key ratios and examples, This manual (P/N 5953-7574)  will support sales repre- 
where to find more information, and a glossary of sentatives by providing them with the kind of information 
terms unique to the industry. they need to help them understand the office products 

industry and to close sales. 

New ad targets Office Products Industry 
Lou StouerllRO 

September was marked by another first for IRO with the will be significant, for an  estimated 5,000 trade show 
release of  our first advertisement in a national trade maga- guides will be distributed during the NOPA show, being 
zine. The  ad, appearing in the September issue of Office held September 28 - October 2, in Chicago. 
Products Dealer maga.zine, is Part of  our Vertical Marketing Wilton, Coombs and Colnett, In,-,, HP's corporate advertis- 
program directed toward the office products industry. The  i n g  group, designed the ad for us. wetre confident that its 
ad will also appear in the National Office Products Associ- impact will be strong and effective. 
ation's (NOPA) Trade Show Guide. The impact of this ad 

Khd 
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DATACOMM 
IEEE standard 802.3 fully 
approved 
Bev HomllND 

The lEEE 802.3 standard, which defined the baseband 
CSMA/CD local area network, wasful ly  approved by the 
lEEE Standards Board o n  June 23, 1983. This makes the 
baseband CSMA/CD LAN the first of four access methods 
under development to be approved. The other three are: 

IEEE 802.4, a bus network utilizing token passing as 
the access method 

IEEE 802.5, a ring utilizing token passing as the access 
method and 

IEEE 802.6, a metropolitan area network. 

Before theapproval by the Standards Board, the 802.3 
proposal went through two other levels. The document 
was written in the 802.3 committee, which is headed by 
Don Loughry, IND Lab. Don represents HP in  several 
industry-wide standard-setting efforts. After leaving the 
802.3 committee, the document was reviewed by the 
Technical Committee on Computer Communications 
(TCCC). TCCC consists of experts in the industry who 
have been asked to review the standard to obtain an 
industry-wide consensus. 

In all, i t  took about two and a half years to finalize the 
802.3 standard. (The IEEE 802  committee was formed in  
February 1980. The 802.3 committee was formed in Sep- 
tember, 1980 and started working as a group in  Decem- 
ber, 1980.) 

HP is actively developing a LAN  based on the IEEE 802.3 
standard. In addition to the HP endorsement of IEEE 
802.3, fourteen other companies have publicly endorsed 
the standard. These are: Bridge Communications, Data 
General, DEC, Fujitsu America, Intel, Interlan, Interna- 
tional Computers Limited. National Cash Register, 
National Semiconductor, Siemans AG, Tektronix, 3Com, 
Ungermann-Bass, and Xerox. 

MASS STORAGE 
Special storage savings for 
HP 7920SRs 
Liza LopezlSRO 

A great savings opportunity is available from SRO for your 
Technical or Commercial customers. If you sell any 
remarketed disc drive between October 1 ,  1983 and 
March 31, 1984, you can sell the same customer an addi- 
tional HP 7920SR at half price and save them more than 
$4,000! It's as simple as that. Thereare no tricky condi- 
tions to remember. The chart below shows you some of 
the qualifying disc drive combinations: 

Possible Price 
Combination Storage (US List) 

7925SR 170Mb 5 18,638 
7920SR 

7925MR 170Mb 22,663 
7920SR 

7920MR 1 OOMb 18,088 
7920SR 

7920SR 1 OOMb 14,738 
7920SR 

All of these highly reliable disc drives have a two week 
availability from SRO. There is no limit to the number you 
can sell, but remember that the half price applies only to 
each 7920SR coupled with a purchase of another 
remarketed disc drive. This special promotion is available 
in  the US, Canada and ICON. 

If your customer is contemplating buying one disc drive 
now and another in  the near future, now's the time for 
them to buy two and save $4913. This is a great deal for 
your customer and a good chance to capture that disc sale. 
So see your order processing department for ordering pro- 
cedures. If you have any questions about this savings 
opportunity contact SRO sales development. The time has 
never been better to sell those 7920SRs. 
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HP 7920SR/'MR successes: 
remarketable stories! 
Russ McBrienlSRO 

Carnation mixes it up with HP 7920SRs 

Carnation Corporation, a major western dairy and food 
products company, is learning how tough HP products are. 
Previously a 1 OOO/o lBlvl shop, Carnation is now putting HP 
to the test in one  of its California processing plants. Don 
Nickels, the local sales representative, convinced the local 
management to replace use of a service bureau with an in- 
house HP 3000 Series 40. The system is used to run criti- 
cal linear programming which determines the correct 
recipe for the day's production. The exact blend of prod- 
ucts such a s  Hot Cocoa Mix, Non-Dairy Creamer and 
others depend upon this program. One of the strongest 
selling points for Hewlett-Packard was the ability to pro- 
vide two HP 7920MRs. This configuration provided 
important redundancy at a reasonable price. With the twin 
master drive arrangement the customer felt assured that 
the system'savailability would always be high. Use of 
remarketed equipment allowed Don to bring the whole 
system cost in under that of the service bureau. 7920MRs 
proved to be the right l~ngredient to bring together a sweet 
deal. 

HP 7920SR and Joy! 

A 7920SR turned out to be a real pleasure for Randy 
Churchfield of Pittsburg, PA. His customer, Joy  Manufac- 
turing, wanted to expand their small HP 3000 system. It 
was being used to produce thousands of graphs for finan- 
cial reporting. Joy  wanted to integrate additional financial 
applications but was bound by storage limitations. The 
remarketed 7920SR proved to be the answer - the right 
amount of storage at the right price. For fast availability on 
peripherals, including the 7920SR/MR, call Systems 
Remarketing Operation. We're here to help you generate 
some remarketable stories - 408-738-8858.  

Specifics on new Winchester 
availability 
Kathy KimballlGLD 

The availability of Greeley's new Winchester products de- 
pends on how they are ordered. The HP 91 33XV, when 
ordered with the new HP 1 5 0  (System #45660) ,  has in- 
stant availability. The HP 9 1  33V, ordered with the HP 1 5 0  
(System #45655)  has a 4-6  week availability. The HP 
9 1  33V/XV and HP 91 34XV, when ordered as  a stand- 
alone or with other systems, has a 1 2  week availability. 
The current Winchesters, the HP 9133A/B, HP 9134A/B 
and HP 9 1  35A are slated for obsolescence January 1 ,  
1984.  These have been price-reduced to the same levels 
a s  the new products, but we are parts-limited and would 
prefer to take orders on the new Winchesters. Availability 
is indefinite. 

Local language literature 

Greeley's two new pieces of literature: data sheet (PAY 
5953-6828)  - The HPfamily of personal mass storage 
systems and brochure (P/N 5953-6829)  - Personal mass 
storage for personal computers are available in English, 
French, German, Spanish and Italian. These will be mailed 
directly to sales reps in those countries. The remaining 
stock will be available from the literature distribution 
center in Boeblingen. 

TERMINALS 
The HP 2625A datacomm 
connection 
Joe WihnyklRTD 

Making the right connection the first time around can 
mean increased sales for the HP 2625A Dual System Dis- 
play Terminal, the new addition to Roseville Terminals 
Division's product family. 

Use the following procedures and diagrams as  a guide for 
configuring the HP 2625A on either an IBM or an HP 
computer system. Consult the HP 2625A Sales Training 
Manual (P/N 02625-90006)  and the HP 2625A 
Reference Manual (P/N 02625-90002)  for more detailed 
descriptions of the options and cables shown in the 
illustrations. 
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IBM systems 

You can connect the HP 2625A terminal to an IBM 
system only via modems or a modem bypass cable. 
This is because IBM uses modems or a modem bypass 
cable between the computer and the IBM 3276 or 
3274 control units. IBM uses the coax channel con- 
nection between control units and display stations (the 
IBM 3278 or 31  78) and/or printers. 

When using a modem bypass cable, remember that the 
maximum length between the system and the first HP 
2625A terminal is 5 0  feet. 

Up to 32  HP 2625A terminals may be daisy-chained 
together, emulating a cluster formed by one IBM 3276 
and up to seven IBM 3278 display stations. 

Use port 2, the IBM BISYNC port on the HP 2625A, 
when connecting the terminal to an IBM computer. 

System [7 
Modem I 

I HP 
1 13232U 
1 Modem 

-6& Bypass 
Cable 

An HP 1323211 Modem Bypass Cable may be used ~nstead of modems 
In local ~nstallallons 
In that case replace cable opt~on 31 1 by cable optton 310 

HP systems 

Configure the HP 2625A to an HP host computer using 
standard HP connections (RS-232, RS-422, Modems, 
EMP Protect Cable, DSN Data Link, and HP 
Multipoint). 

When you order HP multipoint Option 27 ,28  or 38, 
the multipoint electronics are inside the terminal. As an 
alternate configuration, Option 22 provides the 50-pin 
connection required for existing HP multipoint pod 
products. 

Use port 1 when connecting the terminal to the HP 
computer. 

Observe all applicable restrictions on cable lengths, 
protocol, etc. (see the HP 2625A Sales Training 
Manual and Reference Manual for further details). 

(-') 
STD 

a+'3tttf' Modem 

\\b Modem 
E u r o p e a n ~ E u r o p e a n  Modem 4 1 1 1 

1 ", HP 232 304 

1 HP 422 

EMP Protect 305 
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Backtal k 

HP's response to a crisis: customer satisfaction second to none 
The following letter describes the response of  David Perkins, response., "lt is an excellent example of personal initiative 
David Rickert and Nick ,Vascone (all of Houston Sales Of-  that makes a difference in customer perception of the 
fice) to a near-total disaster at Buffalo Business Products Hewlett-Packard organization. " 
Corporation. HP President John Young says of this - Editor 

August 31,1983 

M r .  John Young, President 
Hewlett-Packard Co:rporation 
3000 Hanover Street  
Palo Alto, California. 94304 

Dear M r .  Young, 
5 8 2 5  S C H U M A C H E R  
HOUSTON, TEXAS 77051  
TrLEPHOHE 113 iZI -19W 

During our HP 3000 installation in September 1980, I asked our then local sales rep, Bill Sumrall, what would happen if we 
suffered a major disaster and lost the equipment? While I can't quote his exact reply i t  was basically, "Don't worry. . . HP 
knows the importance of the system to you, they will not let you down." 

Three years later,  P.ugust 18,1983. . . . . . . 
I am standing in our computer room with water cascading everywhere. Ray Chandler, our Executive VP, Bill Martin, General 
Manager and Randy Hummel, Systems Manager a r e  desperately disconnecting the system and wrapping and taping the various 
pieces in a n  attempt; to salvage a s  much a s  possible. I believe I was holding the flashlight. A small tornado, spawned out of 
Hurricane Alicia, hud peeled our  roof back and exposed the equipment to the  storm. 

Early the next day, Friday, HP arrived. David Perkins, our CE, David Rickard, District Service Manager, and Nick Nascone, 
sales Rep were soon on their  hands and knees in a thoroughly soaked omce  pulling boards and disk packs accessing the damage. 
We knew what the answer had to be - to ta l  system replacement. 

Our problem had two facets 

One: We had to be "live" ASAP. 

Two: There had. to be an  indication of settlement terms from the insurance company before we could prudently order new 
hardware. Remember the  Houston a rea  had suffered a BILLION PLUS Dollar casualty loss. The insurance adjusters 
were extremely busy. 

Because system redundancy was becoming mors and more important to us and our customers, we had previously installed a 
9600 Baud data  line between ourselves and Buffalo Systems, Inc., a close friend and Series 3000 user. To transfer our da ta  base 
to thei r  system, however, we needed a n  additional 120 Mbyte disk drive. HP to the rescue again. They unloaded their  demo 
system, gave us the drive and re~onfigured i t  for  SFD. 

This, of course, sour~ds easy but i t  entails a lot of detail work (Murphy's Law is running rampant). The net effect is  t h a t  we a r e  
taking orders Mondsy morning. 

Over t h a t  same weekend, David's Rickard and Perkins had compiled the  volume of information necessary to settle the claim. The 
insurance company says OK Monday afternoon (the insurance adjuster was very familiar with systems) and Nick orders the 
equipment. 

Wednesday afternoon I had to go to Washington, D.C. for  a Board meeting of the National Office Products Association of which I 
am a member. A nurrlber of people there expressed amazement t h a t  I came because of the problems we had ( bad news travels 
fas ter  than 9600 Baud). I explained then a s  1a.m now what had happened, how we were recovering (the CPU and one drive 
arrived t h a t  day, everything else Thursday) and we would be fully live in every aspect Monday morning (we were). 

In describing the sequence of events to my colleagues, i t  flnally dawned on me the significance of what had happened. 

A relatively small company whose total  marketing effort  was designed around a highly sophisticated computer system had 
suffered the  ultimate disaster and had, by the second working day, recovered to about 85% of capacity and one week la ter  was 
a t  100% with new hardware. Business a s  usual, you might say. 

The three gentlemen from Hewlett-Packard's Houston office, David Rickard, David Perkins and Nick Nascone did a n  exemplary 
job for  Buffalo Busjness Products. We always knew t h a t  we could rely on HP equipment. Now we have experienced a t  f l r s t  hand 
the reliability, dedication and professionalisrr of HP people. 

We thank you, 

Brian Jones, J r .  
President 
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Computer Groups price changes effective October 1 ,  1983 

These prices, effective October 1 ,  1 9 8 3 ,  appear o n  the 
Corporate Price List o n  that date, available in your office. 
Prices a re  US List unless otherwise noted. Orders a t  old 
prices will be honored a t  the factories for 30 days (or 60 
days in the  case of government quotes, see exception, Ill. 
GSA) after the  effective date  of an increase. All quotations, 
either verbal o r  written, shall be made  a t  the  new prices 
upon the  effective date  of the  new price list. T h e  customer 
should be  notified that his order will be  honored a t  the  
lower price if it is received within the  30-day grace period. 
Price decreases a r e  effective immediately and in-house 
orders shipped 5 working days prior to  the  announced 
decrease date  will be billed a t  the  new lower price. 

Product No. 
922 10E 
922 1 OH 
922 1 ON 
922 1 OP 
922 10T 
9121D 
9121s 
9133A 
91 338 
2436A 
2602A 

Description 
RETURN-40x24 IN. 
CONSOLE STAND 
STORAGE UNIT 
PRINTER STAND 
MOBILE CRT STAND 
3Yz" FLEX DlSC 
3%" FLEX DlSC 
5MB DISC+ 3%FL 
I OMB DlSC 3%FL 
SUB 5 12KB MEMORY 
DAISYWHEEL PTR 

Current New 
Price Price 
175 185 
230 245 
260 275 
220 230 
255 270 

1,775 1.270 
1,200 900 
4,260 3.040 
5.1 20 3.650 
2,000 1.500 
1,950 1.545 

HEWLETT 
PACKARD 
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